This report summarizes briefly the DLT I took giving lectures in Warsaw (Poland), Cairo (Egypt), St. Julien (Malta).

The lecture was given on the impact of technology evolution on the telecommunications biz. The feedback I received indicates that it was well received. I left copy of the lecture, slides and notes, to all organizers. The lecture is also available on-line (from Nov. 15th) on the COMSOC website.

Warsaw, August 30th, 31st

Local Organiser: Sławomir Kula

The lecture was given on the 30th at the Warsaw University and was well attended by students and professors. On the 31st I addressed the FITCE members, the association of European Associations of Engineers, an audience of about 300 people, and spoke with the secretary of the Poland Association of Engineers who expressed interest in a cooperation with COMSOC within the Sister Society framework. Travel expenses were taken care by Telecom Italia.

Cairo, November 1st

Local Organiser: Emhad El Housiney

The lecture was given at the Cairo University and was attended by 30 or so students with some professors. We tried to co-host the event with the AIU, that recently became a Comsoc SS, but it didn’t work out. There were no members from that side.

St. Julien, November 7th

Local Organiser: Saviour Zammit, co-host Helga Pizzuto

The lecture took place at the Chamber of Engineers, co-hosted by our Sister Society (we signed the agreement in this occasion). It was very well attended with several representatives from the Malta association of engineers and several students from Malta University.
At the dinner with Saviour and Helga it was expressed interest for the on line lectures we will be launching with Latin America in March 2008. The Malta University can host on its premises those on line lectures. The time difference with Latin America makes it possible to follow them in real time from Malta.

My sincere thanks to all involved in the organization. It was a pleasure meeting all of them.